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Effective email marketing remains one of the best ways for election and voting administrators to increase voter partici-
pation. Deliverability and messaging strategy are especially crucial to success.  Every voting initiative and subsequent 
reminder that goes undelivered is a missed opportunity to maximize the awareness and fairness of the vote, and a lost 
opportunity to build a relationship with a voter.  Likewise, a reminder sent at the wrong time with the wrong words can 
weaken the effectiveness and impact of the communication.  We’ve gathered the best tips from email marketing experts 
to make your get-out-the-vote email campaigns a success.

Invest in an email marketing platform that provides data 
about email deliverability, opens and clicks. 

Integrate your database with your email marketing and 
online voting systems to ensure up-to-date, accurate 
email and voter lists.

Use mobile-friendly email templates. 75% of smartphone 
users delete emails they can’t easily read on their phone.

Avoid using words that set off spam filters. HubSpot’s
 list of spam trigger words is a handy resource.

Ensure that your email marketing technology platform 
addresses the delivery challenges created by high-volume 
messaging and can deliver thousands of highly dynamic 
messages within a matter of minutes - not hours or days. Just say no to words that set off spam filters.

The best day and time to send emails varies by industry, 
profession and other list characteristics. Use data from 
email marketing reports to identify the optimal time for 
your distribution lists.

Know when to send emails.

Get into their inbox.

For the best results, consider a comprehensive voting management solution with integrated email marketing 
tools that track voter activity and syncs your reminder lists and removes voters who voted automatically.

Most Common Times for Voters to Cast Ballots

Send voting promotion emails around the most 
popular time & days to vote.

Send voting promotion emails when recipients are 
most likely to vote. According to Votenet client data, the 
three most popular days/times for voting are Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Monday afternoons. Sending an email 
at 3:30 EST is a good choice for U.S. time zones.
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http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/30684/The-Ultimate-List-of-Email-SPAM-Trigger-Words.aspx
http://www.voting2point0.com/2013/10/29/scheduling-election-marketing-emails/
http://www.voting2point0.com/2013/10/17/webinar-recap-ballot-administration/
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The subject line must hook the recipient’s attention, pique their curiosity 
and hint about the value within.

Subject lines are truncated on mobile phones, so keep them short.

ALL CAPS or exclamation marks in subject lines cause emails to wind up 
in the spam folder.

People respond to urgency. Mention deadlines in the subject line.

Grab attention with a promising email subject line.

You had me at “Hey”.

Using casual and friendly messaging can be very effective.  Barack Obama’s fundraising appeals achieved 
strong results with subject lines that read “Hey”.

Personalization matters.  Everyone likes to hear the sound of their name. They want to know that you are 
speaking directly to them.  Subject lines like “Hey Michael” or “Hey Michael, please make your voice heard” can
be effective.

Consider eliminating the election and voting jargon and brand your vote as a “You Choose” or “You Decide” 
campaign.  These sound more exciting and empowering and will stand out in the Inbox.

In the Sender field, include a name of a person or department, or a 
trustworthy address like election@association.org or vote@union.org.

Never use a “no reply” or “do not reply” address in the Sender field. 
Give voters the opportunity to reply back to someone.

Also try using an individual’s name like “Megan Johnson” for a more 
personal touch. Experiment and see which sender names seem to 
perform better for your organization. Practice makes perfect.

Include a recognizable sender name and “reply to” address.

Get creative and test effective email sender names.
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Online and mobile readers are easily distracted skimmers. Get to the 
point and keep copy short. Limit paragraphs to five lines maximum.

Break up copy with bullet lists and bold subheadings. Don’t indent 
paragraphs.

Use textual alt tags to describe what images portray in case they 
don’t download. Don’t use stock photos; instead, use photos of 
organizational events or screenshots of ballots.

Include a “manage subscription” option at the bottom of emails.

Use an email format that’s optimized for online readers.

Example of simple and short sentences with bold 
headlines that make reading easy.

http://www.voting2point0.com/2013/08/08/voting-strategist-email-subject-lines/
http://econsultancy.com/us/blog/62811-five-reasons-you-should-stop-using-no-reply-email-addresses-right-now
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/34022/28-Quick-Tips-for-Customizing-Your-Email-Preference-Center.aspx
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Segment emails based on recipients’ needs, interests and other 
characteristics. Send only relevant content of value to that segment, 
or risk having your email sent to the Trash folder.

Segment voters into two lists -- regular or past voters and infrequent 
or non-voters – and use different email copy for each.

If recipients have an existing relationship with you, don’t treat them 
like strangers; instead, personalize email copy.

Segment your email lists.

Segment and target based on voters’ voting 
history and actions.

Test new email marketing tactics on a segment of your list 
before using the tactic for the complete list.

Don’t base tactics on assumptions, tradition or conventional 
wisdom. Rely on data to make decisions about email 
scheduling, segmenting, subject lines and copy.

Test, track, refine.

The Obama Campaign knew which emails and 
subject lines performed best.  You should too.

The call-to-action is what you want recipients to do after reading your 
email. An email must have one, and only one, call-to-action. For example, 
ask voters to visit the election website to learn about candidates, click a 
link to vote online, encourage others to vote, or click a link to complete a 
two-question poll about their voting experience.

Explain why they should heed the call-to-action. What’s in it for them?

Use words that persuade such as “you” and “because.” 

Repeat the call-to-action a few times, if appropriate. Provide plenty of 
space around call-to-action links so they stand out.

Use language that empowers voters and reminds them that they are in 
control.  Phrases like “you decide”, “it’s up to you”, and “you are free to decide” 
have proven to be effective and persuasive in field experiments.

Use persuasive language to 
get voters to take action.

1. You

2. Free

3. Because

4. Instantly

5. New

Rally voters with a relevant call-to-action.
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http://www.voting2point0.com/2013/10/29/scheduling-election-marketing-emails/
http://www.voting2point0.com/2013/10/29/scheduling-election-marketing-emails/
http://www.voting2point0.com/?s=segment+email
http://www.voting2point0.com/2013/10/08/tactics-to-make-voting-personal/
http://www.voting2point0.com/page/2/?s=social+pressure



